
Approximated and Randomized Betweenness Centrality

Introduction
Betweenness Centrality (BC) is a popular metric for identifying the most relevant nodes in a
graph [Neuaman]. This measure basically consists of assigning a score to each vertex v
(there is also a formulation on edges) based on how many times v occurs in the shortest
paths of the graph.

The straightforward approach to calculate BC requires computing the all-pairs shortest path
(APSP) among the vertices and storing their occurrences. Unfortunately, for the graphs of
interest today this approach is not feasible, mainly due to the memory complexity of the
APSP algorithm [Mikkel 1999]. In fact, the memory footprint required by this method is O(n²),
which depends on the number of shortest paths between each pair of vertices.

In 2001, Brandes [Brandes 2001] re-formulated the BC algorithm in order to use a single
shortest path iteratively. This approach basically computes for each vertex v of the graph its
contribution to the BC score of the other vertices. Although this method solves the memory
requirement issue, it does not allow the computation of the exact BC scores in graphs
composed of millions, or even billions of vertices. Distributed memory techniques scale BC
algorithms over multiple—typically thousands—parallel computing nodes equipped with
accelerators, significantly reducing the time-to-solution that yet remains in the order of hours
or days.

In this scenario, approximated techniques based on randomization achieve results by
threading off the accuracy of the solution with performance. The most efficient one is based
on a purely agnostic—in terms of knowledge of the topology of the graph—uniform sampling
method, which guarantees a 2-alpha approximation of the solution [Bader 2007, van der
Grinten 2020]. Other heuristics showed promising results on specific graphs [Geisberger
2008, Kourtellis 2013, Riondato 2018].

Project description
In this thesis, we propose to explore different aspects to design a more efficient
approximated and randomized algorithm for the BC. The candidate will build his/her work on
top of state-of-the-art parallel and distributed algorithms [Vella]. The project will achieve
multiple intermediate goals, depending on the ability of the student and his/her graduate
level. More specifically, the activity will focus on the following aspects:
● Survey on heuristics and other BC approximations [BSc, systems 50% - writing 50%]
● Benchmark new heuristics and analyze their quality according to graph characteristics.

[BSc, theory 40% - coding 10% - systems 50%]
● Evaluating Approximated BC against other newer centrality measures, such as

Expected Force, as pre-filter metrics for the influence maximization problem. [BSc/MSc:
theory 40% - coding 30% - systems 30%]

● Design new heuristics, assess their quality and include them into the Approximated BC
code. [Msc: theory 40% - coding 30% - systems 30%]
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